STUDENT REVIEWS

[These classes] give you enough freedom to design your projects your own way and make them original and unique to your own self.

- Brandon

Amazing classes to take if you’re looking for new outlets to express your creativity, or if you’d simply like to get ahead. These classes can satisfy different graduation requirements. Additionally, almost all of the coursework is guided and completed in class, making it easy to follow along.

- Lora

I wasn’t ever into writing in high school, but when I got here I discovered that I loved it. These classes give you a space to be creative without constraints.

- Destiny

Minoring in English was the highlight of my college career. I never imagined when I signed up for these courses that I would be given the creative freedoms that I was. From paintings to short films, I was able to bring my own ideas and passions to the classroom.

- Katie

Having a minor in English came in handy during the job search process. Most employers are looking for someone capable in written communication.

- Matthew
CLASSES

Fall:
• [LIT2000] LIT: Norse Mythology and Marvel
• [ENG3310] Film Genres: Thriller to Fantasy

Spring
• [CRW3110] Fiction Techniques: World Building with Lord of the Rings
• [CRW4120] Fiction Writing with Harry Potter

Summer
• [ENL4122] 19th Century British Novels: Jane Austen to Bridgerton
• [LIT3383] Women in Literature: Jane Eyre to New Girl

WHAT TO EXPECT

Engaging Materials: Novels and Films
• Harry Potter
• Lord of the Rings
• Bridgerton
• New Girl
• To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before
• Marvel Franchise
• AND MORE!

Intriguing Projects
• Create your own short film
• Write your own short story
• Produce your own podcast
• Make your own movie trailers
• Hands on Activities

Creative Writing
• It is more than writing essays. We encourage you to think beyond the format, and express who you are creatively. We foster a space for you to thrive.